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Abstract 
An X-band Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) has been developed and constructed. 
The recorded raw images had to be corrected both radiometrically and geometrically. 
To achieve this goal, different digital image processing methods have been applied. The 
obtained results are images fitting well to the original maps of the landscapes. Final 
resolution of the corrected images is 10 ... 15 m. 
Keywords: microwave remote sensing, radar, image processing. 
1. Introduction 
Airborne and spaceborne imaging radars collect large amounts of useful 
data from almost all regions of the Earth. The first imaging radars were 
used during vVorld \Var 11, when microwave technology was developed. 
::VIicrowave radar can obtain images at any time of day and night. In 
addition, microwaves can easily penetrate clouds since atmospheric atten-
uation is relatively low in this frequency range. This all-'weather capability 
is one of the main advantages of imaging radars in relation to the conven-
tional optical sensors. Radars development was classified during the \Var 
and for that reason codes were attributed to the wavelength used, such as 
L-band, C-band or X-band. After \Vorld vVar Il, Side Looking Airborne 
Radars (SLAR) were developed for terrain surveillance. In this case, the 
radar illuminates a strip of terrain parallel to the flight path (see Fig. 1). 
Backscattered signals were recorded on a film using a CRT. Recently, dig-
ital image forming methods have gained increased popularity (PETER et 
al., 1994). This paper describes basic image forming methods of the SLAR 
and the subsequent corrections needed. 
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2. Image Forming of the SLAR 
The SLAR is an active remote sensing system which can create the mi-
crowave photograph of the ground surface (cf. MOORE, 1975). Its op-
eration is based on the principle that emitted narrow microwave pulses 
return in the receiver with considerable time delay from ground points be-
ing at different distances from the radar. Power of the reflected signal is 
proportional to the magnitude of the reflection cross-section and inversely 
proportional to the fourth power of the distance. These dependencies are 
usually represented by the radar equation (1.1). 
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Fig. 1. Operation of the SLAR 
(1.1) 
As it will be shown, the flight altitude is a crucial factor in terms of different 
corrections of the recorded images. A typical value is 1 km, however, it can 
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considerably vary even during a single flight depending on the atmospheric 
conditions. The altitude can be calculated in a straightfonvard way by 
counting the time elapsed until the first return: 
2h 
tmin = -, 
C 
(1.2) 
where h denotes the flight altitude and c is the velocity of light. An altitude 
of 1 km corresponds to a tmin of 6 ... 7 f-LS. Impulses from further apart arrive 
later in time. Recording of the time series of the reflected pulses allows to 
obtain a reflection graph of a particular strip of terrain. This, in reality, 
forms one single row of the remotely sensed image. As signals arriving from 
longer distances do not exceed the sensitivity threshold of the receiver unit, 
they are not recorded. These signals, actually, arrive from a direction close 
to horizontal. In addition, small incidence angles at these parts of the 
terrain cause decrease in backscattering coefficient, thus, weaker returns. 
Consequently, it is reasonable to introduce an upper limit for the time 
interval of the reception and ignore all the returns later. This time limit 
can be defined as follows: 
2h 1 
tmax = ---::---
cos8max c' 
(1.3) 
where 8 max is the incident angle corresponding to the last recorded pixel. 
It has the value of approximately 75°. A typical value of tmax is 30 .. .40 ps. 
On the other hand. reflections from the close vicinity of the aircraft show 
up usually extremely low time differences, thus, a significant degradation 
of across track resolution can be observed in this region. As a conclusion, 
a reasonable choice of the observation angle is ca. 8=15 .. 75°. 
Resolution is one of the main characteristic features of microwave 
imaging. Resolution range of the SL-\.R is mainly determined by the dura-
tion of the emitted pulses (.50 ns, in our case). In addition, ground range 
resolu tion also yaries with the incident angle (which is a function of dis-
tance) and can be formulated as follows: 
Ttr C 
.6.172=2' 8' SIn - (1.4) 
where Ttr is the length of the emitted pulse and 8 is the local incident 
angle. A typical value of .6.172 is in the range of 7.·5 m ... 10 m. Resolution 
in the azimuth direction (or along-track resolution), on the other hand, 
is basically determined by the "width of the antenna main lobe (3eJJ = 
0.01 rad). Typical value is 10 m ... 15 m. One of the most serious sources 
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of error in microwave imaging is the presence of speckle noise. In order 
to overcome this failure it is common to apply an appropriate averaging 
procedure. Since the speckle noise can be considered as a random, uncorre-
lated process, it can be assumed with a great certainty that its magnitude 
will be reduced during the averaging procedure. It is worth mentioning 
that the transmitter emits pulses in a millisecond rate in order to assure a 
certain level of emission efficiency of its magnetron. On the other hand, we 
receive only every twentieth return. This constraint has, hO'wever, no sig-
nificant influence on the quality of our images. In the way described above, 
scattering coefficients from different points of the surface can be obtained, 
and from these data first a single row and in turn a complete image can be 
created. 
Construction of the SLAR is shown in Fig. 2 with the Radar Unit 
displayed more detailed in Fig. 3 (MIH.~LY et al., 1985). Signals arriving 
at the antenna are first converted down in the Radar Unit to a suitable 
intermediate frequency, IF (60 MHz in our case). An onboard Automatic 
Gain Control (AGC) unit has the duty to adapt the actual received power 
to the sensitivity of the receiver by adjusting an appropriate gain in the 
IF amplifier stage. This unit assures a constant average signal level in the 
receiver, however, rapid changes 'within rows are ignored. The Sensitiv-
ity Time Control (STC) unit adjusts the signal level also within a single 
row, thus, it can partly compensate for the unwanted effect of the antenna 
pattern and other unpleasant symptoms. 'Ve note here that, furthermore, 
sophisticated radiometric corrections will be necessary to eliminate all the 
defects in detail. They will be discussed later in this paper. The com-
pensated signal is demodulated and sampled \"'ith a 20 )'IHz rate. The 8 
bit converted digital signal is do\vnloaded into an appropriate buffer from 
which it will be transferred into the operational memory of the PC. This 
data transfer occurs between reception of two adjacent rows. Finally, dis-
play of the row on the screen is performed. Table 1 summarizes the main 
system parameters of the SLAR. 
3. Radiometric Correction 
Radar images should represent microwave scattering properties of the 
ground surface, an information carried by the backscattering coefficient, 
In an ideal case, the received power in the radar is a direct function of the 
backscattering coefficient. However, looking at (1.1) we can see that there 
are many other determining factors as well, which have to be compensated 
for in order to get the desired result. Influences can be classified into the 
following categories: 
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Table 1 
SLAR System Parameters 
Operating frequency 
Transmitted power 
Transmitted pulse-width 
Polarization 
9.4 GHz (X-band) 
3.5 kW 
50 ns 
VV 
16 MHz 
-90 dBm 
Receiver bandwidth 
Receiver sensitivity 
Antenna beamwidth 
PRF 
0.01 rad (0.6 deg) 
50 Hz 
Sampling rate/depth 
Integrated samples per pixel 
20 MHz / 8 bit 
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the radar backscatter as a function of local incidence angle. 
Round-trip path loss increases with the fourth power of range. which 
causes signals arriving from further points all the ground to be much weaker 
than those coming from close terrain points. As a consequence, brightness 
within a single row of the images has a strong decay towards the end 
(see Fig. 5). This function is, however, an explicit one, and can be easil:r 
modeled mathematically. 
The antenna has a fan-beam and, thus. its gain is a function of el-
evation and azimuth. The gain function of the antenna mounted. under 
an aircraft may differ from the gain function of the antenna in free space 
because of the presence of obstacles in the near field of the antelllla. The 
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strongest effect has. among ali these obstacles. the wing surface, from "'hiell 
the radar wayes Gm almost perfectly refiect. The complex snIll of the di-
rect and reflected wayes results in an interfereuce in the receiver which. in 
turn, adversely affects the qualit~· of the images. This phenomenon can be 
obserwd as dark and bright stripes in the images parallel to thE' flight din'c-
tion (see FlY. 5 and Fiy. C). In order to eliminate the effect of the antE'lllla 
pattern. together with the effect of the range dependence of the signal. a 
suitable modd has been established. First. the nomillal antellna pattern 
in a yertical plane ha,; heen modified in such a \\'ay that it includes tlll' 
mentioned rallge clcpclldence. too. The smooth (,U1"\"e of Fiy. 4 illustrates 
this funct.ion ill Cl polar system of coordinate axes. The applied modifica-
tion has the yirtual effect ;-LS if the antenna shifted towards the ground 1>y 
ca. ·5 degrees. In a second stage of modeling, also th!' effect of the wiug 
surface has been taken into account. In this Illodel. the wing has been sub-
stituted by an infinite. ideally conducting metal surface mounted above the 
antenna. which proyed to be a good approximation of the real situation. 
The calculated result is the rapidly changing cur\"(' of Fig. 4. superimposed 
on the original. The curye at the 10\\"('1" edge of Fiy. 4 shows how a single 
I'm\" of the final image will be influenced by these effects. Comparisons of 
the calculated results with th!' graph of particular rows in the recorded 
images led to surprisingly good coiuciclcnces. \\"hich also demonstrated the 
truth of our hypothetical model. 
A third influence comes from the fact that the ground surface \\'ith all 
the different objects on it has usually different backscattering properties 
in the different directions. Since the local incidence angle of the emitted 
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0[reelS of tLe allif'll!l(i pattern. Rpficctions fruul The \';ing surface 
:;c;pre iIll ('rfert'!lct.' 
v,avc:-; i"arie,; -,,-it 11 dist allCC _ nTll ill all ideal case wit 11 homogeneous terrain_ 
w(' could obsern' variaticm,; ill the receii"ed signaL The backscartering coef-
ficient as Cl fUllctioll of incictellce angle is. ill fact. determined by numerous 
parameters of the object (like shape. altitude. surface quality. etc.). and 
thus. it is qnite often lllodelecl statistically_ Since this effect is presumably 
minor. compared to the former Olll':-;. we did not include it into our model. 
There are two major ways how to correct radiometric distortions of 
the recordings: one \yhich modifies received signal levels directly during 
acquisition but before image forming: and another one which manipulates 
the final image by modifying individual pixel yalues and applying differ-
ent digital image processing teclllliques. The former method takes place 
ollboard the airplanC'. while the latter one is usually performed in suitable 
computer envirolllllent after landing. Each method has its advantage: dig-
ital image processillg is et comfortable and highly effectiye tool to correct 
different failures. howeyer. siuce it works ou the TIual. digitized image. it is 
unable to enhance radiometric resolution. This is especially disagreeable 
when the image contains dark regions (as a consequence of weak received 
signals). 
The Sensitivity Time Control STC has already beeumentioned in this 
paper (see Section 2). It compensates for most of the range dependence 
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of the radar signal, as it simply raises the sensitivity of the receiver when 
reception of weak returns occurs. In favor of an increased system flexibility, 
we carried out some experiments to let the sensitivity time function to be 
modified by the user and adapted more to the actual conditions. In these 
experiments we used a row of potentiometers to adjust the desired function 
manually. 
Beyond all the different methods mentioned here, the ultimate so-
lu tion to eliminate unwanted radiometric distortions is a perfect system 
calibration. which requires a test flight over a relatively smooth. homoge-
neous terrain. By averaging all the rows of such Cl recordillg. an optimal 
correction functioll can be well approximated. Corner rdiccturs can be 
useful for a quantitative calibratioll of the systelll. 
4. Geometric Correction 
Raw images created by the SLAR are usually corrupted by severe geomet-
rical distortiolls. Geometrical correction is a procedure of eliminating these 
unwanted effects by changing positions of indiyiclual pixels. as opposed to 
radiometric corrections - treated ill the previous part where ouly pixel 
values have been chaugeel. Fiual goal is to get geographicall~' correct im-
ages which cau be easily registereel to real topognLphic maps by applyiug 
simple linear scaling operations. There are ,.;everal sour'"C's of err()r "which 
can cause geometric ciistortiolls. \Iaill categories are the foll()\\"illg: 
- the side-looking priuciple of the radar: 
aircraft moYC'ment irregularities (rolL pitch. yaw. UllsralJle velocity): 
layoyer. shadowing. foreshortening. 
Imaging radar;;; usually operate ill a sicle-lookiug connguratiun. which 
allows the returns representillg the micrmvaye backscatterillg propert.ies 
of the imaged terrain to well separate in time. On the other hand. this 
configuration lws the drawback that adjacellt pixels of the images will 
not correspollcl to eqnal clistallces OIl the groullcl and. cLS a cOllsequellce, 
resolution will Hot be unique withill rows. Especially at the parts of the 
terrain close to the aircraft, resolution can sigllificantly decline (see e. g. 
along the left edge of Fig. 6). This type of distortions can be. howeyer. 
easily corrected in that the whole image is resampled according to a unique 
range scale on the groulld (such images can be seen in Fig. 5 aml Fig. 1). 
Resampling is performed by the use of Cl suitable illterpulatioll method 
(e. g. cubic spline interpolation). The required formula for the slant rallge 
to ground raHge trallsformation call be easily obtained kllowillg the exact 
flight altitude ancl applyillg the Pythagoreall tlleorelll. The flight altitude is 
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llsuall~- estimated by measnring the time between the emission of the pulses 
and t heir first ground ret unL and calculating the corresponding distance. 
The second group of defects. caused by the irregular movement of the air-
craft. cllllsists uf less deterministic features. In the radar image of Fig. 5, 
for illstance. Cl random shift of the dark and bright interference stripes 
can be clearly obseryecl. This is a cOllsequence of aircraft rolL Aircraft 
yaw alld pitch generally also cause distortions. :VIost serious defects are 
pixcl misregistratioIl and a decrease in azimuth resolution. These kinds 
of distortions <He Hsnally difficult to compensate for. since correction re-
quires exact knowledge uf certain aircraft parameters (e.g. geographical 
co-ordinates. flight wlocity. altitude). In addition. all these data should be 
recorded together with tllC' image data. simultaneously. A perfect synchro-
li6 
Fig. 6. 
the flight and image data is ineyitable to achiew a satisfactory correction. 
A.s a summary, owing to the lack of precise flight parameters, our airborne 
system failed to allow the correction of distortions caused by aircraft move-
ments. Encouraging results have been reported, howewL by other authors 
about airborne radar experiments. The aircraft has been equipped 'with 
modern nayigation aids, thus, motion parameters haye been available for 
the correction. \Iajority of the geometric distortions caused by the aircraft 
could be eliminated to a satisfactory extent (HOOGEBOO:"I et aL 1983. 
1984). 
In addition to the mentioned geometrical distortions - for which cor-
rection methods have been available as a partial elimination there are 
also some geometrical defects in the micrO\vaye images, for which compen-
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satioll requires exact knowledge of the imagecl terrain or. in some cases. 
it is ('\Tn theoretically impossible. :'Irost of these errors are caused by ex-
tr(,IllC \'ariatiolls in terrain cleyatioIl. A rclatiycly high mountain can haye 
iarg(' slwr!o/l'S ill the microwaye image (sec Fiy. 5). as a consequence of the 
oblique illumination (side-looking principle). Information will be lost in 
these poorly illuminated regions. which call1lot be recovered by subsequellt 
corrcctions. Furthermore. note that the side of the mountain illuminated 
b~' the radar \\'ill appear shorter in the image than its real size. ::;ince raclar 
,\,(\XCS return earlier from deyatecl points than from the grollnd, This phe-
nomenon. called foreshortening. can be theoretically compensated for if a 
digital eleYCltionmap (DE:'I1) of the imaged terrain is Clyailable. In extreme 
cases. radar \\'aycs Clrriying from eic,'atecl points call eyen precede rdiec-
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tions from the ground. This causes undesirable layover in the corresponding 
part of image. Since separation of the signals arriving from different terrain 
parts is impossible, layover generally cannot be corrected. 
5. Conclusion 
Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) is a cost-effective and powerful so-
lution for obtaining microwave images from relatively small land regions 
with reasonable resolution. Acquisition can be performed day and night, 
irrespective of the actual meteorological conditions. The low flight alti-
tudes - compared to modern spaceborne sensors (approx. 1 km) have 
the consequence that special attention has to be paid to compensation for 
the distortions present in the recorded images. YIajority of these defects 
are caused by the side-looking principle of the radar, and the irregular 
movement of the aircraft (as a consequence of atmospheric disturbances). 
In this study different correction methods have been tested and evaluated. 
Fig. 7 shows a geometrically as well as radiometrically corrected image. 
(Original raw image is shown in Fig. 6). 
Results have shown that most of the unwanted distortions of the radar 
images can be eliminated successfully by the use of appropriate correction 
algorithms. Suggestions for the improvement of these algorithms (e. g. by 
the involvement of aircraft parameters) have also been made. 
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